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ABOUT UF

Undergraduate Laboratory Vision
Students perform a series of
collaborative thematic
activities integrating core
content area knowledge with
technical skills & methods,
and engineering professional
practices. Students apply
knowledge to solve
engineering problems using
methods and practices of
engineers.

Core content
Knowledge and Skills

Pedagogy and Curricula

Student products reflecting
professional engineering
competencies

Technology reflective
of engineering
practices

Learning Environments
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Laboratory module outcomes are designed to
build engineering professional identity, social
and ethical engineering practices, teamwork,
ABET, Systems Thinking , and content
knowledge.

As students move through the curriculum, laboratory experiences provide the core
application for their coursework knowledge. The complexity of the laboratory
experiences changes with the knowledge that students acquire within the courses and
laboratories.
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and building fluency
in materials and
applications”
(~55 students)
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Properties
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“Design and
Optimization of
materials ”
(~ 5-20 students)
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* Laboratories receive writing credit for student work products in course (two grades for course)
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EMA 4041L
EMA 4020L
EMA 4161L
EMA 4061L
EMA 4414L
EMA 4913
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Laboratory goals aligned with ABET Criteria, based in work by Ma
and Nickerson.
Ma, J., & Nickerson, J. V. (2006). Hands-on, simulated, and remote laboratories: A comparative
literature review. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 38(3), 7.

ABET Outcomes
Systems Thinking

Instructional
Outcomes

An ability to
apply STEM
knowledge

An ability to function
on multidisciplinary
teams
Recognition of
need for life-long
learning

Engage in
Design cycles

Knowledge of
contemporary issues
Understanding impact of
engineering solutions in a
global context
Understanding of professional
and ethical responsibility

Track change over time to question
how and why things change . Build
models that include social and
personal issues

Based on http://www.clexchange.org/curriculum/standards/stem.asp

How are Laboratory Experiences Designed?
• Backwards Design – What outcomes ?
• Skills Outcomes – what do we want them to
be able to take away and apply?
• Content Outcomes – what concepts are “big
ideas” or difficult for students in the core
curriculum?
• Technique Outcomes – what technology
should students interface with as engineers?
• ABET Outcomes- what core ABET practices
are aligned to the laboratories?

Module #

Concepts

Laboratory
Experiences

Skills

Student
Products

Structure and
properties Heat,
transformations
and phase
diagrams

Work, heat energy and
internal energy
Standard enthalpy
changes, Dispersal of
Energy, entropy, Third
Law, Gibbs and Helmholtz
energies, Standard molar
Gibbs free energies,
Combined 1st and 2nd
Laws, Phase diagrams,
phase boundaries, phase
rule, partial molar
quantities,
thermodynamics of mixing,
kinetics of phase
transformations, chemical
Potentials, diffusivity,
conductivity

Arduino programming
of TMPs

DAQ programming

IEEE style
paper (10-20
pages, 2-3000
words)

Heat conductivity/
diffusivity experiment

Simulation and
Modeling using
MATLAB and
ThermoCalc

MATLAB modeling of
heat flow in a bar

ASTM standards

Labview Programming
for Thermocouples

Temperature/Heat
measurements

ASTM calibration of
thermocouples

Measuring Phase
transformation
experimentally

Phase diagram from
phase transformation
lab for binary alloy
system (Sn-Bi)

Phase diagram
construction
MATLAB programming

Phase diagram from
Free Energy –
THERMOCALC
program

Data Analysis
Error analysis

Laboratory Experiences are “Wrapped” in a current theme for professional
development of students – Theme here is “Sustainable Solders ”

Students have a
simple interface
for access to
laboratory
experience
modules.
This forces
students to work
through material,
rather then by
assignment

Within the Module, there is an overview of the
experiments that will be conducted for the laboratory

Within the overview is a
list of activities students
will engage in and be
assessed on for the
laboratory experience

Clicking on one of the links takes
students to the page for that
experience with all required
activities for that experience

Students have rubrics for Notebook and Skills Criteria Assessment for each
part of the laboratory

ABET& Professional Outcomes from Laboratory Experience
• Students work together as teams to solve complex
engineering problems with a global and social
“Wrapper”
• Students learn to communicate effectively as part of a
team, and also to communicate in the ways of
engineers (written and oral)
• Students interface with common standards, methods
and tools used by engineers in practice.
• Students bring together core content knowledge from
other core courses in MSE and engineering to apply to
laboratory experience.
• Students grapple with data, analysis and interpretation
of experimental results.
• Students learn to simulate and model material
behavior.

Summary
• Laboratory experiences for students can provide students with
a “unique” experience to synthesize core content knowledge
• Laboratories are a way to develop ABET, Systems Thinking and
Professional Practices in students
• Laboratories can be designed to help students develop “big
ideas” for core content, and deliver skills and techniques to
build engineering competencies.
• Laboratories can scaffold students through deliberately staged
activities towards learning and skills outcomes.
• Successful practices are not an accident – time must be
devoted to designing effective laboratories.
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